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Annual Steering Committee Meeting in Tromsø
The NorMIT Steering committee had its semi annually meeting in
Tromsø 19th of March. The university hospital in Tromsø, UNN, is
the third infrastructural node to be implemented in NorMIT if the
Norwegian Research council approves the application for the next
phase of NorMIT this fall. UNN will focus on development and
utilization of personalized medicine. The newly built PET-center
and proton treatment will boost the research in this area.
Nanotechnology and advanced material research is also a field in
which UNN will focus on in NorMIT II.
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Professor Truls Myrmel
at UNN hopes to become
part of NorMIT II and
says UNN can contribute
to a large extent with its
focus on research within
eg. personalized
medicine and
translational research.
Photo: Private
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A visit at the new PET-center
The new PET center built by UNN will shortly be a center with patient-oriented functions and
translation research on small animals. Here, personalized medicine will also be the focus. NorMIT
got a tour of the great new premises and notes that UNN could become a welcome note in NorMIT
II. Photo: Geir Andre Pedersen, FOR.

Project Manager, Jan Gunnar Skogås pays full attention to all
the details in how the new PET-center can contribute to more
research. Thomas Langø and Petter Aadahl in the background
are also amazed and is eager to implement UNN in NorMIT II.
Photo: Geir Andre Pedersen, FOR
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Truls Myrmel is happy to host the
NorMIT meeting. Photo: Geir Andre
Pedersen, FOR

Montze gives the visitors a guided tour together with Dr Erik
Traasdal. In the middle you se the new PET-CT for
translational research on mouse and rats. Photo: Geir Andre
Pedersen, FOR

Erik Traasdal gave the participants
insights in radiopharmacuticals. Photo:
Geir Andre Pedersen, FOR

Thomas, Gabriel and Jan Gunnar is
amazed about the syklotron door size of
3 meters! Photo: Geir Andre Pedersen
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Minister of Finance, Siv Jensen visited us!
The Minister of Finance, Siv Jenssen visited the ultrasound lab at NTNU ISB which is a partner in
the NorMIT consortium. The NorMIT ultrasound equipment is used frequently by the researchers
at ISB and Siv Jenssen was given a «hands on demonstration»! Photo: Karl Jørgen Marthinsen/
Johanne Færevaag, NTNU

Professor Lasse Løvstakken welcomes minister of finance,
Siv Jenssen to the NTNU Ultrasound laboratory where
NorMIT infrastructure is situated. Photo: Karl Jørgen
Marthinsen/Johanne Færevaag, NTNU

Siv Jenssen and Gunnar Bovim, the headmaster of NTNU
eagerly pays close attention to the demonstration of a
hand held ultrasound device. Photo: Karl Jørgen
Marthinsen/Johanne Færevaag, NTNU
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NorMIT would like to wish all our
partners and infrastructure users a
happy easter!
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A New Translation app is being tested at NorMIT node in Trondheim!
St. Olav's hospital annually spends large sums on the purchase of
interpretation services. In many cases, there are ethical challenges in
relation to the use of an interpreter, in other more personal reasons where
the patient preferably sees that an interpreter is not present. The project
uses Waverly Labs latest technology in speech recognition, machine
translation and portable technology to allow users to speak without
language barrier.
Pilot Translating Earpiece is designed to allow two people who speak
different languages to communicate freely with each other. How? The
translator process includes speech recognition, machine translation and
machine learning, then speech synthesis. At the end of the funnel, the
translated language will be sent to the other user carrying the second
earpiece. Everything occurs simultaneously and without interruption, when
two people talk to each other.
Currently, tests are being conducted to see if Pilot translates well enough.
If the results are good, the project will further investigate what kind of
impact this technology will have (either time saved and / or money
saved)?
Alexander Moen, Innovation adviser.

Air Flow Project at NorMIT in Trondheim
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During this winter, these great students have done an excellent job in collecting data for their
projects. From the left: Master student Helena Kuivjõgi, PhD student Masab Khalid Annaqeeb,
master student Christoffer Pedersen, Professor Guangyu Cao, PhD student Jakub Wladyslaw
Dziedzic, master student Yunlong He, PhD student Yixian Zhang, and master student Minchao
Fan. Al the students come from the Department of Energy and Process Engineering at NTNU.
They have done their individual projects under the guidance of professor Gunagyu Cao. The
main theme for the projects is ventilation in operating theaters with the aim of reducing post
operative infections.
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3D Print – success!
NorMIT 3D Print has become a great success. The clinics are now
using the opportunity to utilize the printing infrastructure for more
and more projects. The clinical use paves way for better healing
and better reconstruction of complex bone fractures, better
radiotherapy for cancer patiens and the opportunity to simulate
minimal invasive procedures on the patient before the actual
surgery! Contact NorMIT for more information about 3D print and
the possibilities that lies a head!

Jan Magne Gjerde, the 3D print expert
at NorMIT in Trondheim. He can be
contacted for more information about
3D print and help you or your
department in developing projects and
as a result, better patient safety and
treatment. Jump on board the
innovation train now! Photo: Geir Andre
Pedersen.

Go to normit.no for more information!
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